
 

   
 Believing, Achieving and Succeeding Together 

 
Distance learning 

Date 24.03.20 

 

Year group: 3 

Wake up today with a PE session! We don’t mind if this is done in your pyjamas! 

Well done to Harry M and Tommy M for being our biggest TTRS scorers! The winners of 

yesterday’s battle were... MATILDA! Well done.  

See what Miss Eyles has been up too .. https://youtu.be/LeYtNbKP-6k 

 Are you ready for today’s learning? 

English 

 

 

 

 

20 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 hour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20 minutes 

Reading 

 

 

‘Personality 

Potion Chapter 

1 ’ 

Access https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ and search for the text 

‘Personality Potion’  

N.B. you need to sign up to access the free eBook. 

Read the first chapter ‘Kid Kane, Kid Detective’ and 

answer the following questions in your work books. 

Remember to write in full sentences as you answer each 

one.   

  

1. What did Danny Dolan do best?  

2. How was Danny reading his book?  

3. Why was his mum annoyed?  

4. Name some of the activities Danny’s mum 

suggested he do.  

5. What did Danny do as he pretended to be ‘Kit 

Kane’?  

 

Writing 

 

‘Spring Time’ 

 

 

Can you write a paragraph about the photo of spring 

time?  On the powerpoint you will find a list of prepositions 

to include in your writing. Remember a preposition tells 

you the position of something, the way something is done 

or the time it happens.   
 

For example -Behind the deep dark lake stand tall green 

and silent trees. 

Spelling/SPaG 

 

‘Homophone 

Hunt’ 

Following on from yesterday’s homophone learning. Can 

you rewrite the paragraph with the correct homophones? 

Underline the words you have changed.   

Ensure your handwriting is neat and check throughout that 

you have the correct punctuation.   

Paragraph to copy is on today’s powerpoint. 

Maths 

 

15 minutes 

 

 

45 minutes 

 

Mental maths 

 

 

15 to 20 minutes on TTRS. Who is going to be today’s 

winning class? 

  

Maths focus 

 

 

Let’s continue our learning on Measures and start thinking 

about capacity and mass (weight). In the resources, you 

will find a PowerPoint to work through and a sheet of 

questions. You can either print these sheets out OR answer 

them straight into your workbook-label each question 

carefully. Each page on the PowerPoint and each set of 

questions is marked with the following pictures; 

https://youtu.be/LeYtNbKP-6k
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/
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The answers (for adults only) are also included-no peeking! 

 

If you are finding things tricky, use different scales in your 

home to measure items or find different measuring jugs 

and measure different quantities of fluid. Try adding 

different quantities together or sharing them out equally! 

 

Or… make a cake. Be sure to ask an adult first, measure 

out all ingredients by yourself and ask an adult to help with 

the baking! Record this in your workbook and add a 

photo! 

Curriculum 

 

1 hour 

 

 

History 

As we couldn’t make the trip to the Victorian Engine 

Rooms we thought it would be great to find out more 

about the era. Read the PowerPoint about Queen Victoria 

and the countries she ruled over.  

Task – Use books/the internet to find out about one of the 

countries. Think about your chosen country’s: 

- Capital city 

- Currency  

- Languages spoken 

- Bordering countries 

- Weather and climate 

- Famous landmarks 

- Famous people 

- Popular sports and foods 

Present your work neatly using headings and subheadings.  

Extra Notes/Information  

Riddle of the day: What has to be broken before you can use it? 

Answer in your workbooks and draw a picture to illustrate. Answer tomorrow! 
 

Diving- try these questions to 

ensure that you are able to 

answer straightforward 

questions. 

Deeper- most of you should be 

able to tackle these questions. 

 

Deepest- these are the challenge 

questions! Give it a go if you 

dare… 


